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a b s t r a c t

The flow of viscous fluid in the cochlea induces shear forces, which could provide benefit in clinical
practice, for example to guide cochlear implant insertion or produce static pressure to the cochlear
partition or wall. From a research standpoint, studying the effects of a viscous fluid in the cochlea
provides data for better understanding cochlear fluid mechanics. However, cochlear perfusion with a
viscous fluid may damage the cochlea. In this work we studied the physiological and anatomical effects
of perfusing the cochlea with a viscous fluid. Gerbil cochleae were perfused at a rate of 2.4 mL/min with
artificial perilymph (AP) and sodium hyaluronate (Healon, HA) in four different concentrations (0.0625%,
0.125%, 0.25%, 0.5%). The different HA concentrations were applied either sequentially in the same co-
chlea or individually in different cochleae. The perfusion fluid entered from the round window and was
withdrawn from basal scala vestibuli, in order to perfuse the entire perilymphatic space. Compound
action potentials (CAP) were measured after each perfusion. After perfusion with increasing concen-
trations of HA in the order of increasing viscosity, the CAP thresholds generally increased. The threshold
elevation after AP and 0.0625% HA perfusion was small or almost zero, and the 0.125% HA was a
borderline case, while the higher concentrations significantly elevated CAP thresholds. Histology of the
cochleae perfused with the 0.0625% HA showed an intact Reissner's membrane (RM), while in cochleae
perfused with 0.125% and 0.25% HA RM was torn. Thus, the CAP threshold elevation was likely due to the
broken RM, likely caused by the shear stress produced by the flow of the viscous fluid. Our results and
analysis indicate that the cochlea can sustain, without a significant CAP threshold shift, up to a 1.5 Pa
shear stress. Beside these finding, in the 0.125% and 0.25% HA perfusion cases, a temporary CAP threshold
shift was observed, perhaps due to the presence and then clearance of viscous fluid within the cochlea, or
to a temporary position shift of the Organ of Corti. After 0.5% HA perfusion, a short latency positive peak
(P0) appeared in the CAP waveform. This P0 might be due to a change in the cochlea's traveling-wave
pattern, or distortion in the cochlear microphonic.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Cochlear perfusion is a useful technique to alter the fluid within
the cochlea. Since the first use of inner ear perfusion (Tasaki et al.,
1954), cochlear perfusion technique has gradually matured and is
now regularly used in research. To improve controlling parameters
in cochlear perfusions, Nuttall et al. (1982) provided data about the
influence of pH, temperature and dissolved oxygen gas concen-
tration of the perfusate. Prieskorn and Miller (2000) developed a
stable intracochlear infusion technique with micro-cannula and

osmotic pump for rodents that enabled both chronic and acute
intracochlear perfusionswhilemaintaining hearing. Different kinds
of fluid, or even bubbles (Nishioka and Yanagihara, 1986) have been
applied in cochlear perfusion for a variety of purposes. The objec-
tives of these studies included assessing ototoxicity of drugs (e.g.
Fitzgerald et al., 1993), understanding properties of cochlear fluid
(e.g. Salt et al., 1991), investigating cochlear mechanics by con-
trolling the extracellular environment (e.g. Santos-Sacchi et al.,
2006). Ours is the first study to our knowledge to investigate the
effect of viscous fluid in a complete perilymphatic perfusion.

A viscous fluid induces high shear forces when the fluid is
flowing. This physical property enables cochlear perfusion with
viscous fluid to produce pressure/force in cochlea. Salt et al. (2009)
injected highly viscous fluid into the apex of the cochlea to me-
chanically displace the organ of Corti (OC) in vivo and investigated
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sensitivity changes. On the other hand, the flowing fluid may
damage the cochlear structures. Our prior study presented a novel
perfusion-based method for cochlear implant (CI) electrode inser-
tion (Kale et al., 2014), using perfusion of a viscous fluid (0.5% HA,
Healon, Abbot Labs Inc.) to guide the CI insertion. The shear forces
produced by the flow of viscous fluid successfully brought the CI
electrode deeply into cochlea (or a desired insertion depth), and the
flow of the lubricating fluid prevented the CI from penetrating
delicate cochlear structures. However, CAP thresholds were
elevated, perhaps because of the large shear stress on intracochlear
fluid/tissue boundaries. To further develop the injection-insertion
technique, a fluid with suitable viscosity needs to be found, to
minimize the damage while still being able to carry the CI within
the cochlea.

From a research standpoint, studying the effects of viscous fluid
in the cochlea provides data for better understanding cochlear fluid
mechanics. The cochlear fluid is perilymph in scala vestibuli (SV) and
scala tympani (ST), and endolymph in scala media (SM). Their vis-
cosity is similar to that of water (Kleinfeldt and Dahl, 1970). The
traveling wave in the cochlea is based on fluid inertia and OC stiff-
ness, and if the fluid in the cochlea became substantially more
viscous, the cochlea's mechanical response and wave pattern will
change. Studies on cochlear models showed that an increase in fluid
viscosity led to a decrease in basilar membrane (BM)motion and the
longitudinal width of the envelope of the traveling wave (Tonndorf,
1957), and flattened the tuning curves (Gan et al., 2007). In another
model fluid viscosity was necessary to suppress standing waves
(White and Grosh, 2005).

HA is a viscoelastic and biocompatible fluid widely used in eye
surgery (Hütz et al., 1996) and also used as a lubricant that is placed
in the round window (RW) during cochlear implantation. In this
work the physiological and anatomical effects of perilymphatic
perfusion of HA of various concentrations and viscosities were
examined in vivo in gerbil.

2. Methods

2.1. Animal preparation

Animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of Columbia University. Adult
female gerbils with normal compound action potential (CAP)
responsewere used in the experiments. Animals were sedated with
ketamine, and anesthetized with Pentobarbital, with supplemental
dosing throughout the experiment. Saline was given every 2 h, and
Buprenorphine was given every 6 h as an analgesic. Body temper-
ature was monitored via a rectal probe, andwasmaintained around
37 !C by a thermostatically controlled heating pad. The pinna was
removed. The animal was placed in a supine position and a tra-
cheotomy was performed to maintain a clear airway. A horizontal
incision from the skin above the trachea to the ear was made, to
expose the bulla, which was opened with forceps to expose the
cochlea.

Fig. 1 illustrates the cochleostomy for perfusion of the left ear.
Both openings for accessing the ST and SV were made in the basal
part of the cochlea in order to perfuse the entire cochlear peri-
lymph space. For accessing the ST, the round window membrane
(RWM) was torn, and for the SV, a ~ 200 mm diameter hole was
made using a hand drill, in the SV area below SM (SM region is blue
in Fig. 1B).

2.2. Perfusion system set up

Weneeded to seal the gap between the perfusion tubing and the
SV opening in order to create a leak-free system and maintain an

accurate perfusion rate. This made it challenging to change the
perfusion fluid while experimenting, since reattaching the inlet
tubing can easily damage, or introduce bubbles into the cochlea. To
overcome this difficulty, and also to be consistent with our previous
work (Kale et al., 2014), a reverse perfusion method was used
(Fig. 2). Instead of infusing the fluid, the perfusion pump was set to
awithdrawal mode. While perfusing, the perfusion fluid entered ST
through the open RW, flowed up to the apex and back down and
out through the SV hole, thus perfusing the cochlear perilymphatic
space.

To implement the reverse perfusion, the following system was
used: The RW opening was filled slowly by hand with perfusion
fluid using a syringe with a soft rubber needle. Fluid in the RW
opening was gently wicked out with soft tissue paper each time
before changing the perfusion fluid. The SV holewas pluggedwith a
prepared cochlear perfusion cannula as illustrated in Fig. 2B, and its
tip was glued to the SV hole with dental cement (Durelon™
Carboxylate Cement). The perfusion cannula consisted of a 4 mm
piece of polyamide-coated glass tubing (Polymicro corp.) (151 mm
o.d., 75 mm i.d.) with one end connected to a 5 cm length of capillary
(1.5 mm o.d., 0.75 mm i.d.), which was itself connected to a
perfusion pump (WPI's UltraMicroPump III with microprocessor
controller Micro4™). The tip of the Polymicro tubing was cut flat to
avoid trauma to intracochlear structures. To produce a precise and
constant perfusion rate, firm tubing was chosen and the perfusion
pump was set at a microstep mode. All the parts of this cannula
were connected using silicone rubber to ensure it was air and water
tight.

The perfusion pump was set to withdraw the fluid through the
perfusion cannula at a controlled perfusion rate. For our general
study, a 10 min perfusion with 2.4 mL/min rate was applied to
perfuse the whole ~3 mL perilymphatic space several times over
(Thorne et al., 1999). This made up for any residual fluid in the RW
opening, and also was approximately the perfusion time duration
needed for the implantation technique (Kale et al., 2014).

2.3. Perfusion fluid preparation

In this experiment, both artificial perilymph (AP) and Healon
(HA, Abbot Labs Inc.) were used for perfusion. AP served as a control
to ensure that perfusing this low-viscosity fluid did not damage the
cochlea. HAwas the experimental fluid in different concentrations/
viscosities. Generally, HA with higher concentration has higher
viscosity (Maleki et al., 2007). Four different concentrations were
prepared (0.0625%, 0.125%, 0.25% and 0.5%) by diluting 1% HA with
AP (NaCl 125 mM, KCl 3 mM, NaHCO3 25 mM, CaCl2 1.3 mM, MgCl2
1.2 mM and NaH2PO4 0.75 mM, in a pH of 7.4) (Salt and Demott,
1998). The fluids were at room temperature (25 !C) before use.

2.4. Stimulating sound generation and CAP recording

In this study, CAP thresholds were measured to gauge cochlear
condition. Tomeasure the CAP response, a silver wire electrodewas
placed on the bony round window. The reference electrode was
inserted into the muscle of the jaw, and the gerbil body was
grounded. An AC amplifier with a first order high pass filter and a
second order low pass filter, with a pass band of ~200 Hze4 kHz,
was used to measure the CAP response. Sound stimulation was
generated by a Tucker Davis Technologies (TDT) System driving a
Radio Shack dynamic speaker, connected in a closed-field config-
uration to the ear canal (EC). The calibration of sound was per-
formed within the EC using a Sokolich ultrasonic probe
microphone. The CAP stimulus was composed of a 3 ms tone pip of
variable frequency presented every 12ms, with alternating polarity
to eliminate the linear component of the CM from the averaged
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responses. CAP responses were collected for 16 frequencies ranging
from 0.5 kHz to 40 kHz. Thresholds were determined as ~ 3e6 mV
peak-to-peak responses. Limited by the highest sound level the
system could generate, in some experiments threshold responses at
high frequencies were not attainable and are not included in the
presented results.

2.5. Histology

To investigate the impairment caused by perfusion with viscous
fluid, experimental cochleae were examined histologically. After
euthanasia, the experimental cochlea was gently perfused with
fixative (2.5% glutaraldehyde, 1.5% formaldehyde in 0.065M sodium
phosphate buffer at pH of 7.3) using the perfusion system that was

established. The cochlea from the other side was used as control,
where RW and oval window were opened to circulate the fixative.
Both the experimental and control cochleae were removed from
the temporal bones and immersed in fixative for 24 h. They were
then decalcified in a 120 mM EDTA (at pH of 7) solution for 6 days,
and washed in phosphate buffer. After decalcification, the cochleae
were dehydrated with increasing concentrations of ethanol, and
then with increasing concentrations of polypropylene oxide (PPO)
initially diluted by ethanol. The cochleaewere then permeatedwith
increasing concentrations of Embed 812 Mixture (21 mL Embed
812, 13 mL DDSA, 11.0 mL NMA, 0.7 mL DMP30) in PPO. Finally, the
specimens were embedded in Embed 812 Mixture kept at vacuum
for 24 h and then cured in a 60 !C oven for 24 h. Sections were cut at
a thickness of 1.5 mm and mounted on glass slides, stained with
Toludine blue and examined by optical microscopy.

2.6. Shear stress estimation

The maximal shear stress produced by perfusing viscous fluid
through the cochlea was estimated. For estimation, we approxi-
mate HA as a Newtonian fluid, because then shear rate and shear
stress can be found in a straightforward manner. Regarding the
uncoiled gerbil cochlea as a circular tube and taking the perfusion
flow as laminar, the shear stress at the wall of the cochlea is:

t ¼ m _ga (1)

Where m is the viscosity of the perfusion fluid (units Pas). HA is a
non-Newtonian fluid and its viscosity depends on shear rate, in
addition to concentration. The viscosity was found from the graph
in Maleki et al., 2007. These will be given below in Table 1 of the
discussion section. _ga is the shear rate:

_ga ¼ 4Q
pR3

(2)

Q is the volume flow rate, corresponding to the perfusion rate of
2.4 mL/min. R is the radius, ~118.5 mm for this calculation. According
to the anatomical data (http://oto2.wustl.edu/cochlea/mrgbvol.
htm), over a large fraction of their length ~ 3e7 mm from base
(~8 mm was the total), both SV and ST have nearly constant cross

Fig. 1. View of the gerbil cochlea from the bulla opening. The cochleostomy can be seen in the SV, and the RWM was torn so the perfusion fluid could enter the cochlea. A:
Experimental photo with cochlear structure labeled. Apex of the cochlea was covered by the eardrum, thus is not visible here. B: Corresponding sketch, with eardrum removed. The
wall of the SM is represented in blue. Drawing by Vanessa Cervantes. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)

Fig. 2. Diagram of perfusion system. A: Set up of the perfusion system. The gray color
indicates the fluid space, and the arrow indicates the flow direction. Perfusion fluid
was supplied to the ST space at the open RW with a soft syringe, and pulled out from
basal SV hole by a perfusion pump inwithdraw mode. The SV hole and perfusion pump
were connected by a perfusion cannula (illustrated in detail at B), with one side
inserted into the SV hole and the other side connected to the perfusion pump. The gap
between the tip of the perfusion cannula and the SV hole was sealed by dental cement
to create a leak-free perfusion system. B: Detailed diagram of perfusion cannula. The
tip that was inserted into SV (left side in the figure) was composed of a polyimide-
coated glass tubing and a capillary. A length of tubing connected the tip to the sy-
ringe pump. The different parts of the perfusion cannula were glued together with
silicone rubber.
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sectional areas. In the noted range, the area of SV is slightly smaller
than ST, and we used SV for our calculation of shear stress. We
regarded the cross sectional of SV as a circle, calculated the radius
and used the average over the aforementioned length range for R in
Eq. (2). According to the above estimations the shear rate on the
scala wall was 30.6 s#1; it will be smaller in the basal region where
the areas are larger.

The pressure drop along the whole cochlea between the RWand
SV hole is estimated as:

P ¼
ZLSV

0

8mQ
p½rSV ðxÞ'4

dxþ
ZLST

0

8mQ
p½rSTðxÞ'4

dx (3)

To calculate pressure, the varying cross sectional areas of SV and
ST were used. x is the distance from the base of gerbil cochlea.
rSV(x) and rST(x) are the radius of SV and STas a function of distance.
LSV and LST are the total lengths of the uncoiled SV and ST.

3. Results

3.1. CAP thresholds were elevated after perfusion with viscous fluid

Our goal was to investigate the highest value of viscosity that
the cochlea could be perfused with, while maintaining ~ normal
CAP thresholds. The experiment started with AP perfusion, fol-
lowed by HA concentrations from low to high. For each concen-
tration, as noted in section 2.2, a 10 min perfusion with a rate of
2.4 mL/min was applied.

Fig. 3 shows the CAP threshold change of two ears: A and C for
the first, B and D for the second. For 0.125% and 0.25% HA perfu-
sions, the thresholds that obtained after they stabilized are shown;
these were measured ~40 min and 60 min after the perfusions
respectively. Fig. 3A shows that the pre-perfusion CAP thresholds
taken after fixing the perfusion apparatus and removing the RWM
were similar to baseline (<5 dB change). Similar results were also
found in our other experiments. Those findings indicate that
opening the RW, making the cochleostomy, and gluing the perfu-
sion cannula were not very traumatic. Fig. 3C and D shows that the
AP perfusion had little effect on thresholds, and with increasing
concentrations of HA, the thresholds increased. The threshold
elevation after 0.0625% HA perfusion was small, but after 0.5% HA
perfusion the thresholds were >90 dB SPL. The 0.125% concentra-
tion was a borderline case in that it was damaging in one case
(Fig. 3A and C) and relatively mildly damaging in the other (Fig. 3B
and D).

Following perfusions in which CAP thresholds were elevated,
thresholds were measured several times over ~ an hour to see if
thresholds would recover. Since after 0.0625% HA perfusion the
threshold elevation was small, and after 0.5% HA perfusion the CAP
thresholds were greatly elevated and altered in character, only
0.125% and 0.25% HA perfusion were used to study the CAP
threshold recovery. Fig. 4 compares shifts in CAP thresholds
measured immediately following HA perfusion to those measured
some time later. The data are from the same two cochleae as in
Fig. 3. Both after 0.125% and 0.25% HA perfusions, the thresholds
recovered to some degree and stabilized at a new level. Thresholds
after 0.125% HA perfusion improved by as much as 20 dB within
20 min, to a level where they stabilized, while for 0.25% HA
perfusion thresholds improved ~5e20 dB and stabilized after
40 min.

To further examine the effect of HA perfusion, cochlear perfu-
sion with 0.0625% HA, 0.125% HA and 0.25% HA were investigated
individually in different cochleae. Each perfusion started with a
10 min 2.4 mL/min AP perfusion as a control. Fig. 5 shows the CAP

threshold changes from three cochleae perfused with HA of each of
these concentrations. Similar to the results of Fig. 3, 0.0625% HA
perfusion (Fig. 5A) resulted in almost no elevation of CAP thresh-
olds, but 0.125% and 0.25% HA perfusions (Fig. 5B and C) resulted in
significant elevation. Following the 0.125% and 0.25% HA perfu-
sions, CAP thresholds were also measured several times and
threshold recovery was observed to be similar to Fig. 4.

The results presented above showed that perfusion of certain
HA concentrations consistently did (0.5%) or did not (0.0625%)
cause trauma, while in the mid-range of 0.125% and 0.25% HA,
cochleae responded to the perfusions with various threshold ele-
vations and recoveries. Likely the range of responses is related to
the cochlear morphology; perhaps the less traumatized cochleae
had wider cochlear scalae compared to the other cochleae
(Plassmann et al., 1987), so that smaller shear stresses were
produced.

3.2. CAP waveform changed after perfusion

In addition to the elevation of CAP thresholds, the CAP response
waveforms changed after perfusion with the relatively concen-
trated HA solutions. Fig. 6 shows an example. The stimulus was a
4 kHz tone pip. Along with the threshold recovery illustrated in
Figs. 4 and 5, the CAP response waveform also recovered over time.
After 0.5% HA perfusion, in addition to the pronounced CAP
threshold elevation, the CAP waveform showed an altered peak
structure and latency. In the baseline condition, the CAP response
normally started with a valley N1 followed by a peak P1, followed
by several small additional waves. The largest peak is P1, with la-
tency in the range of 3.7e4.2 ms, gradually decreasing with the
increasing stimulus level. In contrast, after the 0.5% HA perfusion,
the response started with a peak P0 at 2 ms, following by several
large valleys and peaks. The P0 was not always the largest peak and
was only evident at high stimulus level. This short latency P0 also
appeared after some low concentration perfusions (as labeled in
Fig. 6), but those CAP responses still started with a deep valley. A P0
was also found in some healthy CAP responses (Fig. 7 baseline
condition at 8 kHz and 51 dB SPL for example), but in healthy
cochleae P0was distinguishable in a subset of frequencies andwell-
supra-threshold stimulus levels. However, it is not only because of
high stimulus levels since P0 did not appear with a 4 kHz stimulus
even when the stimulus level was high, ~100 dB. Another obser-
vation of the response to the 4 kHz stimulus following perfusion
was the development of a substantial response at the second har-
monic, at 8 kHz. Since our method to cancel the CM in the CAP
response (alternating polarity of stimulation) only works on the
linear portion of the CM response, the 8 kHz component of the
response is most certainly due to nonlinear distortion in CM at this
high stimulus level, producing a pronounced second harmonic.
Nonlinearity is also apparent in a DC shift of the response, in which
the entire response waveform was offset in the positive direction.

3.3. Viscous fluid perfusion tore Reissner's membrane

The changes in CAP waveform were only significant after
perfusion of relatively high concentration HA, and may be due to
the presence of viscous fluid in the cochlea or to trauma within the
cochlea, or both. The presence of trauma is supported by the further
results presented below.

For the next step we investigated the cause of CAP threshold
elevation presented in section 3.1. HA is known to be nontoxic to
the cochlea (Salt et al., 2009) and therefore physical explanations
were investigated. Since perfusate with the higher viscosity
elevated the CAP thresholds more, two hypotheses were consid-
ered: 1. The increased viscosity of the cochlear fluid reduced the
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Fig. 3. CAP threshold change after cochlear perfusion with different fluids. Data from gerbil # 483 are shown in A and C and the data from gerbil # 523 are shown in B and D. AP,
0.0625% HA, 0.125% HA, 0.25% HA, and 0.5% HAwere perfused sequentially at the rate of 2.4 mL/min, in the order of increasing viscosity. Baseline thresholds were measured just after
the bulla was opened. Pre-perfusion thresholds were measured after the cochleostomy was made and the perfusion cannula was cemented to the cochlea. A, B: CAP threshold
curves after cochlear perfusion; C, D: Corresponding CAP threshold shift compared with pre-perfusion. 0.5e20 kHz stimulus range is shown. For 0.125% and 0.25% HA perfusion,
several CAP threshold measurements were made after perfusion and the stabilized thresholds are shown.

Fig. 4. CAP threshold stabilization after cochlear perfusion with viscous fluid. Data are from the same animals as in Fig. 3, A, C for #483, and B, D for #523. A, B: CAP thresholds
after 0.125% HA perfusion, measured at the time just after perfusion (0 min), and ~20 and ~40 min later. C, D: CAP thresholds after 0.25% HA perfusion, measured at the time just
after perfusion (0 min), and ~20, ~40 and ~60 min later.
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motions of the OC, leading to elevated thresholds; 2. Permanent
damage of the cochlea occurred during cochlea perfusion. For the
first hypothesis, the perfusion fluid was hypothesized to remain
within the cochlea, damping the mechanical responses and thus
affecting the hearing. In this case, the CAP thresholds would recover
after replacing the viscous HA fluid with AP. For the second hy-
pothesis, perfusion with high viscosity HA introduced shear stress
that was sufficient to tear the RM or OC. In this case, the CAP
thresholds would not recover after AP perfusion.

To test hypothesis 1, responses with HA perfusion followed by
AP perfusion were investigated. Experiments started with a 10 min

2.4 mL/min 0.125% HA perfusion, then a 20 min wait time, followed
by a 10 min 2.4 mL/min AP perfusion. Results are in Fig. 8. CAP
thresholds were elevated after the 0.125% HA perfusion and
recovered slightly after 20 min, confirming the result in Fig. 4.
However, after the AP perfusion, the thresholds did not recover
further. This result points to the second hypothesis, that CAP
thresholds were elevated because of trauma induced by shear
stress within the cochlear duct.

To further explore this hypothesis, we histologically evaluated
cochleae perfused with 0.0625% HA, 0.125% HA and 0.25% HA.
Because of the histological processing, some parts of the OC were

Fig. 5. CAP threshold change after cochlear perfusion with 0.0625%, 0.125% and 0.25% HA. CAP threshold curves from three animals perfused separately with A: 0.0625% HA, B:
0.125% HA and C: 0.25% HA are shown. Each cochlea was perfused first with AP, followed by HA. Thresholds after 0.125% and 0.25% HA perfusion were measured several times to
observe the threshold stabilization.

Fig. 6. Example of CAP waveform change in response to a 4 kHz stimulus (animal: #523). The gray shadow indicates the stimulus envelope. (The magnitude of the envelope
does not reflect the stimulus level.) The dashed lines in conditions of “baseline” and “after 0.5% HA perfusion” indicate the first peak latency at the largest stimulus level. After 0.5%
HA perfusion, substantial waveform changes occurred; in particular the CAP response began with a large, short latency P0 instead of N1. The CAP response waveform partially
recovered over time after the 0.125% HA and 0.25% HA perfusions. The rippled response that appeared first after the 0.125% perfusion at high stimulus levels is at 8 kHz (second
harmonic of 4 kHz), and this and the DC offset of the response are likely due to increased nonlinear distortion in CM.
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distorted, such as the pillar cells and tectorial membrane (Edge
et al., 1998). However, as shown in Fig. 9, Reissner's membrane
(RM) was partly torn after 0.125% and 0.25% HA (Fig. 9B and C),
while the RM after 0.0625% HA perfusion (Fig. 9A) and in a control
cochlea (Fig. 9D) was intact. The result of the control cochlea and
the one perfused with 0.0625% HA confirms that the histological
processing and repeated cochlear perfusions did not cause the RM
rupture. Considered along with the physiological data from the
same cochleae in Fig. 5, the observations of broken RM and CAP
threshold elevation are correlated - the RM was only found to be
broken in those cases when CAP thresholds were elevated. These
results support the hypothesis that permanent damage of the

cochlea occurred because of the shear stress produced during co-
chlea perfusion. The stress scales with the viscosity and larger
stresses are likely responsible for the observation that the 0.5% HA
perfusion resulted in larger and permanent CAP threshold eleva-
tions compared to perfusion with the lower dilution HA.

4. Discussion

4.1. Estimation of shear stress and pressure drop

The present study provides results of cochlear perfusion with
viscous fluid of various viscosities. The shear stress and pressure
drops produced during the perfusion were calculated using the
formulae introduced in section 2.6 and results are shown in Table 1.
Pure perilymph (AP) is also considered here for reference, and is
taken to have a viscosity similar to that of water, 0.001 Pas
(Kleinfeldt and Dahl, 1970). The viscosities for HA solution with
different concentration were estimated from Maleki et al. (2007).

According to our results the cochlea can sustain the shear stress
produced by 0.0625% HA at 25 !C without significant damage. This
would produce a shear stress up to 1.5 Pa, which is a factor of ~50
larger than the shear stress produced by AP perfusion. Shear
stresses of 2.8 Pa and 9.2 Pa, produced by the 0.125% and 0.25% HA
perfusions respectively, resulted in a moderate hearing loss, based
on the CAP threshold shifts observed in Figs. 3e5. The 15.3 Pa shear
stress produced by 0.5% HA perfusion is a factor ~510 larger than AP
perfusion and resulted in a severe hearing loss.

The final column in the table is an estimation of the pressure
drop across the whole cochlea between the basal SV and the RW,
due to the perfusion. It provides a tool for determining the static
pressure that is required for a full perilymphatic perfusion.

Fig. 7. Example of CAP waveform changes in response to an 8 kHz stimulus (animal: #523). The gray shadow indicates the stimulus envelope. After 0.5% HA perfusion, the CAP
response was distorted and started with a large, short-latency P0. A small P0 appeared at high stimulus levels even in the baseline condition. CM second harmonic is not apparent
but could be present, as it would have been substantially attenuated by the CAP amplifier filter.

Fig. 8. CAP thresholds of HA cochlear perfusion followed by AP perfusion. The CAP
thresholds were measured pre-perfusion, just after 0.125% HA perfusion, 20 min later,
and just after AP perfusion. The thresholds improved 20 min after HA perfusion, and
did not recover further after AP perfusion.
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4.2. Estimation of perturbation to cochlear mechanics due to
viscous fluid

When a more viscous fluid replaces the perilymph, BM motion
may be affected because of the change in viscous forces. We did a
study to determine when viscous forces are likely to become
dominant in cochlear mechanics by comparing the size of terms in
the Navier-Stokes equation. The Navier-Stokes equation relates
pressure gradients to fluid motion in an incompressible fluid:

Vp ¼ #r
vv

vt
# rv$Vvþ mV2v (4)

r is fluid density, assumed that of water, 103 kg/m3. v is the fluid
velocity (m/s). The sizes of the terms in the Navier-Stokes equation
that involve fluid velocity can be estimated using dimensional
analysis. Define L and U, scale factors used to characterize the fluid

system. L is the extent over which fluid velocities vary by a factor of
~ e. Measured close and perpendicular to the BM, this was found to
be ~15 mm, independent of stimulus level and frequency (Olson,
1999). The theoretically predicted value is reasonably similar to
this: Yoon et al. (2007) show a decrease in slow-wave pressure of a
factor of ~4 over an extent of 50 mm, perpendicular to the BM.15 mm
(the worse-case value for the purposes of the calculation here) is
used for L in Table 2. U is scale factor of BM velocity, and depends on
frequency and stimulus level. In a recent study (Dong and Olson,
2013), at the 24 kHz best frequency the velocity amplitude, U,
was ~0.5 mm/s at 30 dB SPL and ~3 mm/s at 80 dB SPL. At 5 kHz it
was ~2 mm/s at 30 dB SPL and ~0.6 mm/s at 80 dB SPL. u is radian
frequency. m is the viscosity of the cochlear fluid, 0.001 Pas for AP.
As noted above, the viscosity of HA varies with shear rate; it is
smaller at larger shear rates. Using shear rates calculated as 0.5 U/L,
the corresponding fluid viscosities were found from the Maleki
et al. (2007) reference at 37 !C. The viscosity values are noted in
Table 2 for HA concentrations of 0.125% and 0.5%. In Table 2 we
compare the estimated sizes of the three terms in the Navier Stokes
equation that depend on fluid velocity. The three are labeled the
“inertial”, “nonlinear” and “viscous” terms.

The nonlinear (second) term is much smaller than the other
terms in all entries. It does not depend on viscosity and it is
negligible throughout this analysis. The inertial (first) and viscous
(third) terms are more similar in size. When the cochlea is filled
with perilymph the inertial term is larger than the viscous term by a
factor of 34 at 24 kHz and a factor of 7 at 5 kHz. For the 0.125% HA
concentration the viscous term is larger than the inertial term by a
factor of ~2 at 24 kHz, 30 dB SPL, and the terms are ~ equal at

Fig. 9. Histological photo for perfused and control cochlea. Corresponding physiological data was in Fig. 5. A: 0.0625% HA perfused cochlea. RM was intact. B: 0.125% HA perfused
cochlea. RM was partly torn (circled in red). C: 0.25% HA perfused cochlea. RM was partly torn (circled in red). D: Control. The RM was intact. Some parts of the OC were distorted
because of the histological processing. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Estimation of the maximal shear stress on the cochlear wall and the pressure
drop between the RW and the basal SV generated during the cochlear perfusion.
The cochlea was treated as an uncoiled tube and the shear rate on the cochlear wall
was 31.3 s#1 (see text). HA is assumed to have a constant viscosity at each
concentration.

HA concentration Viscosity (Pas) Shear stress (Pa) Pressure drop (Pa)

0% (AP) 0.001 0.03 3.9
0.0625% 0.05 1.5 195
0.125% 0.09 2.8 351
0.25% 0.3 9.2 1169
0.5% 0.5 15.3 1949
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25 kHz, 80 dB SPL. At 5 kHz, 30 dB SPL the viscous term is larger
than the inertial term by a factor of 70 and by a factor of 10 at 80 dB
SPL. Thus, with the 0.125% concentration of HA, viscous forces are
expected to play a much larger role in cochlear mechanics. The U
and L values above were taken from measurements in a normal
cochlea, and due to the increased viscosity, U will decrease, but this
affects the inertial and viscous terms similarly so does not affect
their relative size. L, the distance over which the fluid velocity
changes, is likely to increase in a more viscous fluid and this would
mitigate the affect of viscosity, since that term is proportional to 1/
L2. It is notable that we do not perfuse SM, so that side of the OC is
not affected by the high viscosity perfusions, and that will reduce
the affect of viscosity. Viscosity of endolymph and perilymph have
been reported as similar (Kate and Kuiper, 1970). Thus, with the
0.125% HA, the inertial and viscous terms are likely both significant.
With an increase to 0.5% HA, the viscous term is much larger than
the inertial term and cochlear mechanics is expected to be domi-
nated by viscous forces, which would eliminate the traveling wave.

4.3. Possible explanation for temporary threshold shift (TTS)

During the experiment, TTS was found after 0.125% and 0.25%
HA perfusions. It is possible that the viscous fluid affecting the
traveling-wave pattern contributed to the TTS. As discussed in
section 4.2, the viscous term is significant with 0.125% HA. The
viscous fluid might be naturally removed due to perilymph flow,
and replaced by perilymph, which would return the cochlea to a
more normal state. Salt et al. (1991) explored natural flow in the
cochlea and reported that the clearance of trimethylpheny-
lammonium (TMPA) from ST ranged from 20 min to 70 min
depending on the turn of the cochlea where TMPA had been
injected. These times are in the range of the times needed for TTS to
stabilize in our study. It may require less time to clear the TMPA in
their work since only 50 nl TMPA was injected into a small coch-
leostomy. On the other hand, since in our experiment the RW was
torn, the perilymph flow rate should be higher as a result of cere-
brospinal fluid pressure (Ohyama and Salt, 1988), thus less time
would be needed to remove the HA. Therefore it is reasonable to
consider that the clearance times of our study would be compa-
rable to those of Salt et al.

Another possibility is a temporary position shift of RM and OC.
In Flock and Flock (2000), static pressure caused hydrops and
reduction of CM. Several studies found CAP threshold elevation
under SM hydrops (Horner and Cazals, 1990; Salt et al., 2009). In the
experiment of Salt et al. (2009), SM, CM, CAP and EPweremeasured
while pressurizing the cochlea with a slow injection of viscous 1%
HA into the apex (1 mL max, at a rate of 0.1 mL/min). All these
quantities were affected by the injection and all returned to normal
essentially immediately when the injection stopped. This is
different from our results in which the perfusion-induced changes
in CAP persisted. It is possible that our experiment caused a long-
lasting displacement of RM and OC and thus a longer lasting TTS,
with partial recovery. However, due to the torn RM that we

observed histologically, permanent damage occurred following full
cochlear perfusions with HA of concentration 0.125% and above.

4.4. The CAP waveforms

In Figs. 6 and 7 show that a significant CAP waveform change
occurred after 0.5% HA perfusion. One substantial change is the
appearance of the short latency P0. Fig. 6 shows that in the normal
cochlea the latency of P1 decreased as stimulus level increased. In
results from a normal cochlea, a stimulus level increase from 35 to
95 dB SPL reduced P1 latency by ~0.72 ms. The P1 at 36 dB SPL in
Fig. 6 occured at ~4 ms, so at 95 dB SPL P1 would be at ~3.28 ms,
which is much later than the latency of P0 in Fig. 6. Therefore, P0 is
qualitatively different than P1, and seems to be a different response.
It is notable that a P0 did not appear in a healthy cochlear response
to the same frequency (4 kHz) even when the stimulus level was
high, ~100 dB, but sometimes was present at some frequencies as a
small peak (Fig. 7). Below we give some speculative explanations
for P0.

One possibility is that the viscous 0.5% HA fluid caused the co-
chlea's mechanical response to by dominated by a fast-mode
instead of the normal slow traveling-wave mode (Huang and
Olson, 2011; Olson, 2013). Fast-mode operation would reduce the
latency of the CAP response and account for the short latency of P0.
Indeed, the dimensional analysis of section 4.2 showed the domi-
nance of viscous over inertial forces. This would severely damp the
traveling-wave mode, which is based on the dominance of inertial
fluid forces.

Antoli-Candela and Kiang (1978) found a similar P0 peak when
they measured the CAP response to a click stimulus, and they
ascribed it to CM. In our experiments, distorted CM could be seen in
some responses as a second harmonic disturbance and a DC offset
(Fig. 6) and it is evident that nonlinearity in the mechanoelectric
transduction that gives rise to CM has become exaggerated by the
perfusion. It is possible that P0 is primarily produced by a combi-
nation of CAP response and the DC component of the CM, the
summating potential (SP). As mentioned in section 4.3, Flock and
Flock (2000) found that static pressure caused a temporary
hydrops of SM, and several studies have shown that hydrops of SM
can result in increased SP (Kumagami et al., 1981; Van Deelen et al.,
1987). Salt et al. (2009) found that apical injections of viscous HA
resulted in increased CM distortion and increased SP, and attributed
the observations to a mechanically induced change in transducer
operating point. Overall, we suspect that the short latency P0 is
based in a combination of increased CM nonlinear distortion, with
the presence of viscous fluid contributing to the short-latency.

4.5. Possible effects of torn RM

In our histological studies, even 0.125% HA perfusion could
cause tearing of the RM, which is expected to impair cochlear
function. Although it was not measured, EP would drop and EP is
necessary for normal cochlear function (Hibino and Kurachi, 2006;

Table 2
Comparison of terms in the Navier-Strokes equation. The unit for all the terms is Pa/m. m value is as noted, and with the unit Pas. r ¼ 103 kg/m3, L ¼ 15 mm, U ¼ 0.5 mm/s at
24 kHz and 30 dB SPL, 3 mm/s at 24 kHz and 80 dB SPL, 2 mm/s at 5 kHz and 30 dB SPL and 0.6 mm/s at 5 kHz and 80 dB SPL. See text for further explanation.

Frequency & stimulus level r vv
vt0rUu rv$Vv0rU2

L
mV2v0mU

L2

AP 0.125% HA 0.5% HA

24 kHz 30 dB 7.5 ) 104 17 2.2 ) 103 (m ¼ 0.001) 1.6 ) 105 (m ¼ 0.07) 1.6 ) 106 (m ¼ 0.70)
24 kHz 80 dB 4.5 ) 105 600 1.3 ) 104 (m ¼ 0.001) 4.7 ) 105 (m ¼ 0.04) 3.3 ) 106 (m ¼ 0.25)
5 kHz 30 dB 63 3 ) 10#4 8.9 ) 100 (m ¼ 0.001) 4.4 ) 103 (m ¼ 0.50) 2.7 ) 104 (m ¼ 3.00)
5 kHz 80 dB 1.9 ) 104 24 2.7 ) 103 (m ¼ 0.001) 1.9 ) 105 (m ¼ 0.07) 1.9 ) 106 (m ¼ 0.70)
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Sewell, 1984; Ruggero and Rich,1991). In addition, it is possible that
the endolymph and perilymph would mix. We withdrew the fluid
from the SV, which might have caused a slightly negative pressure
in SV compared to SM, causing endolymph to flow from the SM into
the SV. Notably, endolymph would have flown into SV, and not
directly into ST. Tasaki et al. (1954) showed that endolymph in ST
greatly depressed CM and auditory nerve responses, likely due to
the high extracellular Kþ leading to hair cell depolarization and
damage. In our study, the endolymph would flow from the RM
opening to SV but would not then flow to the ST because the
perfusion fluid went from ST to SV. Previous studies have indicated
that connections between endolymph and perilymph can lead to
localized impairment. For example Suga et al. (1964) showed that
EP in the basal turn was not affected by destruction of the more
apical turns, and vice-versa. These findings are in accord with our
results that the 0.125% and 0.25% perfusions of Figs. 5 and 9 did not
elevate CAP thresholds drastically even though they resulted in a
torn RM.

5. Conclusion

The physiological and anatomical effects of perfusing the co-
chlea with a viscous fluid were studied. With increasing concen-
trations, and thus increasing viscosity of HA, the CAP thresholds
increased. The cochlea could sustain, without CAP threshold shift, a
perfusion of up to 0.0625% HA at the rate of 2.4 mL/min, corre-
sponding to a 1.5 Pa shear stress. 0.125% and 0.25% HA perfusion
caused some hearing loss, and RM damage in the cases where
histology was performed. The perfusion of HA at higher concen-
trations produced sufficient shear stress to cause large threshold
shifts, which could partially recover. The recovery may be because
of the natural clearing of viscous fluid from the perilymphatic
space, or because of a temporary shift in the position of the OC. The
perfusion of the highest concentration HA we used (0.5%) occurred
with a CAP waveform change inwhich a short latency positive peak
P0 appeared, which is suspected to be due to a combination of fast-
mode domination of cochlear mechanics and increased CM
nonlinear distortion due to transducer operating point changes.

The shear stress and pressure drop of cochlear perfusion with
fluid of different viscosities were estimated. This provides a useful
standard for considering what viscosities and flow rates are likely
to be safe in cochlear perfusions.

This study was motivated by findings in which 0.5% HA solution
was used in a novel perfusion-implantation technique. Although
the technique was successful in achieving deep cochlear implan-
tations without the implant penetrating the cochlear partition, it
led to substantial threshold elevation. Based on our findings,
0.0625% HA is safe for 2.4 mL/min perfusions in the gerbil. In
humans, with substantially wider scalae, these numbers can be
considered lower limits. For the future development of the
perfusion-implantation concept, in order for 0.0625% HA to be
successful in guiding a cochlear implant, very compliant implants
will be required, and perhaps a surface treatment to make them
more fully coupled to the only moderately viscous perfusion fluid.
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